Thursday 14 January 2016

Student Council

1. Catering
   a) What is going well?
      • Pizza’s
      • Pasta - Variety of Sauces
      • Prices are okay
      • Variety is good, choice is okay
      • Food looks nice
      • Staff are very friendly
      • Theme days - Australia Day
   
   ** Number of pack-up students; 50:50

   b) What needs to improve?
      • 7 & 8 canteen is too small
      • Open more classrooms for pack-ups
      • Go to any canteen? Option to explore with SLT
      • Passes for clubs needs improving - rotate the days
      • Healthier - Mexican tacos and burrito’s
      • Food not enough, pizzas tend to run out
      • Small canteen; need to swap canteens?
      • More sauces for pasta’s
      • Social space that’s closer to the new block
      • Drinks cheaper, pasta & Panini’s, wraps. Too expensive
      • Year 9 and 11’s variety of juices - not as many as in year 7 & 8
      • Would like a card system to payment
      • Year 9 & 11’s sandwiches with salad
      • Peer Mentors and teachers should queue for food
      • Fridge can’t get into tower block
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